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The variety of Cockshutt Cultivators is wide enough to meet every farming 
condition in Eastern Canada. \\ e show three designs in this advertisement,

which will meet the requirements of most farmers» 
but if you would like to know our whole line

hig illus-Wr , we
will he very pleased to send you 
trated Catalogue— Free.

our
Write for it to-day.'1

t V*r Diamond Point Cultivator
f. For an all-round general service cultivator you will find our
I? Diamond Point an excellent tool. No need to inquire about

the quality of the materials and workmanship—these essentials 
are always well taken care of .in the Cockshutt factory. The 
Diamond Point can be had with one or two levers as desired. 
You will notice that we have made the frame fairly lengthy so 
that trash will not clog at the rear. The two wheels make them 
steady running and the long handles give the operator easier 
control. All the adjustments are made as simple and perfect 
as possible—there are no complicated parts to get out of 
order. We can furnish all sizes of teeth for this cultivator.
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1 “Wl Western Cultivator (Spring Tooth)
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The centre illustration shows our Western Spring Tooth Culti
vator,which is especially useful in the corn field. Can be readily 
adjusted for field work by connecting a centre attachment which 

pply with each cultivator at small cost. Really four
cultivator, bean cultivator, field culti- 

and bean harvester. Pressure can be applied to each gang
no matter how hard or dry.
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Western Cultivator

(Spring Tooth

we su
machines in one- a cornSSS
vator
to make it stir and turn the soil 
Reversible blades with wide and narrow points go with each 
machine. We can also supply wide weeder blades if desired. 
Here is an implement that will stand up to its work anywhere in 
Canada. Give it a chance to prove its value on your own farm.
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-me Western Cultivator (Parallel Gang)
Where the land is inclined to break up in lumps we recommend 
rhe shovel teeth style of our Western Cultivator. Pressure can 

! ~WÊ be applied to each gang to make it take a firm hold of the 
hardest gr >und. Where four teeth are wanted in each section, 
another arm can be had. We can also supply break pins, or 

and centre attachment for field cultivator. We also 
linary shovel gang for those who prefer it,which gives 

hoi ce of three styles of gangs the same carriage for each.
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Tell Us Which of These Cultivators
You Need
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